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ABSTRACT: The renewable energy-powered conversion of industrially
generated CO2 into useful chemicals and fuels is considered a promising
technology for the sustainable development of our modern society. The
electrochemical reduction of CO2 (CO2RR) is one of the possible
conversion processes that can be employed to close the artificial carbon
cycle, mimicking nature’s photosynthesis. Nevertheless, to enable green
catalytic processes, selectivity for the desired products must be achieved. In
the case of CO2RR, the selectivity is strongly dependent on the
electrocatalyst structure. Here, we explore the phase space of synthesis
parameters required for the electrodeposition of Cu cubes with {100} facets
on glassy carbon substrates and elucidate their influence on the size, shape, coverage, and uniformity of the cubes. We found that the
concentration of Cl− ions in solution controls the cube size, shape, and coverage, whereas the ratio of the reduction versus oxidation
time and number of cycles in the alternating potential electrodeposition protocol can be used to further tune the cube size. Cyclic
voltammetry experiments were complemented with in situ electrochemical scanning electron microscopy to follow the growth
dynamics and ex situ transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction. Our results indicate that the cube growth starts from
nuclei formed during the first cycle, followed by a layered deposition and partial dissolution of new material in subsequent cycles.

■ INTRODUCTION

With increasing awareness of the need to mitigate climate
change, research into renewable and sustainable energy
technologies has intensified over the past decade. Conversion
reactions that turn simple and abundant basemolecules,1 such as
CO2, H2O, andN2, into valuable, industrially relevant chemicals,
have been the focus of these research efforts. This includes the
electrochemical CO2 reduction (CO2RR) to hydrocarbons and
fuels2,3 and the oxygen and hydrogen evolution reactions (OER
and HER)4,5 for the generation of green hydrogen and fuel cell
applications. Copper-based materials have attracted significant
interest due to their promise as catalysts for CO2RR conversion
to ethylene and ethanol,2 the electrochemical nitrate reduction
to ammonia,6 and photocatalytic applications due to the
favorable bandgap of Cu2O

7 or the supercapacitative features
of Cu2O for energy storage.8

In CO2RR, copper has the unique ability of reducing CO2 into
hydrocarbons in significant yields.2 Several properties of
catalysts derived from copper are known to impact the catalytic
activity and selectivity, such as their morphology and surface
structure (roughness,9 grain boundaries,10,11 crystalline fac-
ets,12−17 and defects18−20) and chemical state21−26 (subsurface
oxygen and Cu(I) species27−36). In particular, nanostructured
Cu catalysts are interesting not only because of their high

surface-to-volume ratio, which leads to an increased catalytic
activity as compared to bulk polycrystalline Cu electrodes, but
also because their selectivity is strongly dependent on the NP
size and shape.
It is known from single-crystal studies that Cu{100} has

superior selectivity toward ethylene and ethanol production vs
other crystalline orientations.37 On the basis of theoretical
calculations, it has been hypothesized that the bonding distance
of two or more adsorbed CO molecules on the {100} surface
favors the C−C coupling and thus influences the desired
selectivity toward C2+ products.38−40 Hence, cubic nano-
particles exclusively made of {100} facets have arisen significant
interest for future industrial applications.12

There are various approaches to create size- and shape-
controlled particles for use as electrocatalysts, such as colloidal
synthesis,41 laser ablation,42 sol−gel,43,44 chemical vapor
deposition,45 and electrochemical synthesis methods.28,46
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Among these techniques, the electrochemical deposition of
copper particles has the following advantages: (1) the catalysts
are directly deposited on the working electrode, which ensures
good adhesion; (2) the catalyst shape and hence their surface
exposure are easily tuned through the addition of halide ions to
the copper precursor solution;29,47 and (3) the use of surfactant
ligands to achieve shape control is avoided, which otherwise
requires additional chemical treatments to remove them to
achieve a pristine catalyst surface. Moreover, the presence of
halide ions in the electrolyte may act as another factor that can
be used to tune the catalytic selectivity.48 However, the phase
space of synthesis parameters that needs to be explored to obtain
catalysts with narrow size and shape distributions is large. These
include, the optimum Cu precursor salt, optimum Cu
concentration in the electrolyte, optimum Cl− concentration
(and how this affects the resulting average particle size), the
potential range employed, and the duration of the electro-
deposition as well as the pH of the electrolyte.
Recently, we reported a protocol that achieves the direct

growth of copper particles from solution onto carbon-based
supports with a narrow shape distribution using alternating
potentials, where the potential window is tuned such that only
the noncubic particles dissolve.47 In this present study, we
discuss the role of other important synthesis parameters namely,
the Cu/Cl− concentration, the number of cycles, speed,
potential, and how they affect the final electrocatalyst shape
and size distribution. In particular, we found that the Cl−

concentration49 had the most drastic effect on the catalyst size
distribution and coverage. We further studied the dynamic
morphology of the electrodeposited Cu particles via in situ
electrochemical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to gain
insight into the details of the growth pathways. Our results show
that nuclei for the cubes are formed during the first pulse
electrochemical cycle, which progressively grow into cubes in
the subsequent alternating reductive−oxidative cycles as new
material is deposited and partially removed.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Synthesis. A mixture of 5 mM copper sulfate−pentahydrate

(CuSO4·5H2O) (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.7−100.5%) and 5, 10, 30, or
50 mM potassium chloride (KCl) (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) has
been used as electrochemical deposition solution. The synthesis
was performed in a three-electrode configuration, equipped with
an Ag/AgCl (sat.) reference electrode (Gaoss union), a Pt
counter electrode, and polished glassy carbon (vitreous) plates
(SPI) as working electrodes. Electrochemical cycling between
an anodic (+0.0 V vs Ag/AgCl) and a cathodic potential (−0.5 V
vs Ag/AgCl) within a total of 10 cycles results in the
electrodeposition of size- and shape-controlled Cu cubes.
Initially, a potential of −0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl was held for 8 s
followed by a potential jump to +0.0 V vs Ag/AgCl for 4 s. The
cyclic voltammetry is completed by returning to the initial
potential
Morphological Characterization. The samples were

characterized by using a 200 kV Talos transmission electron
microscope (TEM) from Thermo Fisher. The in situ electro-
chemical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) experiments
were performed in an 30 kV Apreo scanning electron
microscope from Thermo Fischer using a customized liquid
flow cell setup fromHummingbird Scientific with dedicated Ag/
AgCl (3 M) reference and Pt counter electrodes. The
electrodeposition studies were performed by using liquid cell
chips from Hummingbird Scientific that are patterned with a

carbon working electrode. The image sequences following the
electrodeposition process were acquired by using the trans-
mission electron detector.
For each precursor solution containing a defined ratio of Cu

to Cl, three samples were produced, and the microscopy
measurements were conducted in several different locations of
the sample to check the homogeneity of the electrodeposition
process. An automatic particle detection and counting algorithm
from the Gwyddion software was utilized. The respective SEM
size distributions were calculated based on data obtained from at
least three different positions on the sample. The interconnected
cubes are counted as individual cubes for statistics, whereas the
size distributions are obtained only from isolated cubes. The
distributions were fitted with a Gaussian curve to yield the
average sizes displayed in Tables 1 and 2.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Different Synthesis Parameters on Catalyst

Morphology. In addition to achieving shape selection,23 here
we attempt to explore the parameters and conditions required to
grow uniformly dispersed, size-controlled Cu cubes from a
solution of CuSO4 and KCl.23 Although it was previously
established that the presence of Cl− ions in solution is crucial for
the electrochemical growth of the Cu cubes,47 no information
was yet available on how to simultaneously tailor their size,
distribution, and coverage on the support.

Table 1. Size Distribution of the Different Electrodeposited
Cu Samples with Varying Precursor Concentrations Ranging
from 5 to 50 mM Cu-to-Cl Ratio Fitted by a Gaussian Peak
Shapea

CuSO4
conc
(mM)

KCl conc
(mM)

Cu:Cl
ratio size (nm)

no. of
cubes/cm2

Cu surface
area (cm2)

5 0 1:0 596 ± 47 9.0 × 106 1.6 × 10−1

5 5 1:1 291 ± 32 1.6 × 108 6.6 × 10−1

5 10 1:2 125 ± 5 9.1 × 108 7.1 × 10−1

5 30 1:6 44 ± 4 1.8 × 1010 17.3 × 10−1

5 50 1:10 39 ± 3 5.5 × 109 4.2 × 10−1

50 5 10:1 87 ± 7b

aThe times tr and to were kept at 4 and 8 s, respectively, and the
number of cycles was kept constant and set to 10 cycles. The column
(no. of cubes/cm2) indicates the number of Cu cubes detected per
cm2 of the support, while the last column describes the specific Cu
surface area per cm2 of sample. bSize of the cubes in the branched
structures.

Table 2. Size Distribution and Specific Cu-Cube Area
Estimation Results Normalized to 1 cm2 as a Function of the
Electrochemical Protocol Applied (Fitted by the Gaussian
Peak Shape)a

tr (s) to (s) size (nm) no. of cubes/cm2 Cu surface area (cm2)

4 8 291 ± 32 6.6 × 108 27.9 × 10−1

4 4 130 ± 3 21.9 × 108 18.5 × 10−1

8 4 340 ± 10 1.6 × 108 9.6 × 10−1

aHere the concentration was kept at 5 mM for KCl and CuSO4 (1:1),
and only the times are altered. The column (no. of cubes/cm2)
indicates the number of Cu cubes detected per cm2 of the support,
while the last column describes the specific Cu surface area per cm2 of
sample.
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Because during the electrodeposition process the growth
speed is governed by the availability of ionic metal species (M+),

Figure 1. (a) Synthesis protocol with alternating potentials of 0 and−0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl and fixed oxidizing (to) and reductive (tr) time length (to = 8 s
and tr = 4 s). SEM images and respective size distributions of Cu cubes synthesized with a 5 mM CuSO4 solution mixed with a KCl solution of the
following concentrations: (b) 0 mMKCl (1:0, no Cl−), (c) 5 mMKCl (1:1), (d) 10mMKCl (1:2), (e) 30 mMKCl (1:6), and (f) 50 mMKCl (1:10).
In (g) 50 mMCuSO4 + 5 mM KCl (10:1) were used to see the effect of further increasing the CuSO4 concentration. The respective current response
can be seen in Figure S1.

Figure 2. Effect of varying the time length and number of cycles of the synthesis protocol with constant precursor concentrations (5 mM CuSO4 and
5 mM KCl). Different times for tr and to with (a) tr = to and (b) tr > to as well as change in the number of cycles with (c) 1 cycle and (d) 100 cycles
compared to the tr < to, 10 cycle reference.
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which is given by the concentration of the metal salt in solution,
we have kept this parameter constant (5 mMCuSO4) for a more
direct comparison of the role of other parameters.
Figure 1 shows how the morphology of electrodeposited

particles, obtained from SEM, varies as a function of the Cl−

concentration from 5 to 50 mM, leading to different Cu-to-Cl
ratios in the precursor solution. The alternating potential cycles
used for the electrodeposition are depicted in Figure 1a. Figure
1b shows that such protocol can still yield cubelike structures
without the presence of Cl− ions in solution but that their
average size is much larger and exhibits a broader size
distribution as compared to the samples where Cl− was added.
Moreover, the cube corners are truncated. Figures 1c−f show
that with increasing concentration of Cl− and constant Cu+

concentration (5 mM CuSO4) cubes with sharp corners are
obtained, and the cube size was found to decrease while the
surface density of the cubes on the support increased. At a Cu-
to-Cl ratio of 1:6 (5 mMCuSO4 to 30 mMKCl), the cubes start
to interconnect as shown in Figure 1e. Furthermore, the cube
coverage is the highest for this Cu/Cl ratio. For a KCl
concentration of 50 mM, the cubes no longer maintain a sharp
cubic shape and the corners start to become rounded (Figure
1f). Increasing the concentration of CuSO4 to 50 mM, while
keeping the KCl concentration at 5 mMKCl (10:1) (Figure 1g),

leads to a significant change in the deposited morphology, with
large micrometer-sized branched structures. A closer examina-
tion of these flowerlike structures further suggest that they are
made up of merged cubes (inset in Figure 1g).
On the basis of the size distributions, we calculated the

exposed electrochemical Cu surface (specific area(Cu‑cubes))
assuming a cubic geometry. The results are summarized in
Table 1. For all Cl−-containing samples synthesized under
identical conditions, the exposed surface area of Cu is similar,
while without the addition of Cl−, the surface area is significantly
smaller. This estimation does not account for the loss of exposed
facets due to the interconnection of the cubes; thus, it may lead
to an overestimation of the surface area for those samples.
In Figure 2, we summarize the effect that changing the

duration of the applied reductive potential (Er), oxidative
potential (Eo), and the number of applied cycles have on the
morphology. Previously, we had shown with in situ TEM that
noncubic particles dissolve earlier than the cubic ones during the
oxidative part of the cycle.47 By cycling repetitively within a
potential window where the noncubic particles dissolve and the
cubic ones do not, we could induce selection toward cubic
shapes. Now, we use Figure 1c as the reference point for
comparison (5 mM CuSO4 and 5 mM KCl) with 10 alternating
potential cycles of to = 8 s and tr = 4 s. Our results indicate that a

Figure 3. (a) Cyclic voltammograms (CV) in 5 mMCuSO4 and 5 mMKCl/50 mMKCl at 25 mV s−1 to show the current response at the potentials Er
and Eo. The anodic peaks A1 and A2 represent the oxidation to Cu2O and CuO, and the cathodic peaks are typically interpreted as the corresponding
reductive counterparts.50 In (b), the current responses for 1:1 and 1:10 Cu-to-Cl ratio samples (tr = 4 s, to = 8 s, 10 cycles labeled I−X) at the potentials
Er and Eo are shown. TEM images and electron diffraction patterns of 1:1 cubes prepared with the same procedure are shown in (c), with the Roman
numbers indicating layers correlated to the respective cycle in (b). The colors are inverted for better visibility. In (d), the EDX mapping of the same
pristine Cu cubes on the carbon working electrode of the liquid cell chips used for TEM are shown.
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longer oxidative potential is preferred to dissolve noncubic
particles completely.47 An increase in the reductive potential
results in larger cubes, but it comes at the expense of the growth
of noncubic particles that do not fully dissolve during the
oxidative potential. In Figure 2a, we show that applying the same
duration for both the oxidative and the reductive potential (tr =
to = 4 s) surprisingly leads to smaller cubes (roughly half the size
of those shown in Figure 1c) with triple surface coverage. The
calculated specific area of Cu is in this case approximately two-
thirds of that of the 1:1 sample with to = 8 s shown in Figure 1c. If
tr is longer than to, the size distribution shifts to larger cube sizes
together with the formation of branched structures (Figure 2b).
Additionally, the specific area of the Cu cubic particles is
reduced to approximately one-third. The size distribution and
surface area calculation results, normalized to 1 cm2 sample size,
are summarized in Table 2.
Lastly, we varied the number of cycles while using the same

cycling parameters as in Figure 1c of to = 8 s and tr = 4 s. From
Figure 2c, we can see that applying only a single oxidative−
reductive potential cycle leads to the formation of smaller, but
poorly shaped cubes, suggesting that these are the initial nuclei
fromwhich the larger cubes are formed in the subsequent cycles.
On the other hand, increasing the number of cycles to 100
(Figure 2d) leads to a densely covered surface, but with
significant dispersion in terms of both particle size and shape.
For a better understanding of the parameters that enable a

high surface coverage of size- and shape-controlled Cu2O cubes,
we further examined the electrochemical characteristics of the
deposition process using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and the
deposited structures using electron microscopy. Figure 3a
compares the CV curves of a glassy carbon support in a solution
of 5 mMCuSO4 and 5 mMKCl as well as a second solution with
50 mM KCl, both in Ar-saturated ultrapure water. In our
protocol for the electrodeposition we alternated between two
potentials, a reductive potential (Er) at−0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl and a

slightly oxidative potential (Eo) at +0.0 V vs Ag/AgCl, indicated
by the dotted lines in Figure 3a. Er lies at a potential higher than
the maximum of the two cathodic peaks, and Eo lies at the onset
of the anodic peaks. With increasing concentration of Cl− (and
K+) ions the conductivity increases, which reduces the distance
between the cathodic and anodic peaks A1/2 and C1/2,
respectively. Hence, changing the Cl− concentration also
resulted in modifications of the deposition and dissolution
currents and, thereby, in changes in the growth rate of the cubes.
As shown in Figure 3b, the deposition and dissolution currents
in the 50 mM KCl cycling experiment are about 4 times larger
than those in the 5 mM KCl experiment.
Figure 3c shows high-resolution TEM images and the selected

area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of a 1:1 Cu-to-Cl ratio
sample obtained by depositing the cubes directly on the carbon
working electrode of the liquid cell chips used in the in situ SEM
experiments described later in this article. Figure 3d shows the
corresponding scanning TEM (STEM) image and energy-
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy map of a cube. The TEM
and STEM images indicate that we form solid cubes with small
pores near the surface. The SAED pattern shows that the cube is
a Cu2O single crystal. The strong diffraction spots at the (311)
and (−4−20) positions together with diffuse spots at (220) and
(−2−20) are consistent with the pattern of a tilted crystal which
is not orientated close to a zone axis. A closer inspection of the
image also reveals subtle layering in the internal structure of the
cube (second panel in Figure 3c). The STEM image provides
more detail regarding the structure, where one can distinguish a
slightly porous cubic core with uniform contrast, followed by
alternating layers of brighter and darker contrast, before ending
with a thicker layer of darker contrast. These changes in contrast
are likely caused by small changes in the density between an
oxidized layer and the subsequently deposited layer.
These results, together with the poorly formed cubes after a

single deposition cycle that is shown in Figure 2c, suggest a cube

Figure 4. (a) Scheme of the proposed mechanism for the growth of Cu cubes by electrodeposition, with layer growth during Er and shrinkage during
Eo. The noncubic particles dissolve completely after growth during Er. (b)Operando SEM images of the second to fourth electrochemical cycles in a 5
mM CuSO4 + 5 mM KCl solution synthesized by the electrochemical protocol discussed in Figure 3.
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growth pathway where the poorly formed cube serves as nuclei
for subsequent growth. The thickness of the final surface layer
indicates that the reductive part of the cycle actually increases
the thickness of the cube by a substantial amount, which is then
removed to a larger degree during the oxidative part of the cycle,
leaving behind only a portion of the deposited layer. The last
layer is thicker because the applied protocol ends at the
reductive potential. This mechanism is summarized as a
schematic in Figure 4a.
To confirm this growth mechanism, we acquired electro-

chemical SEM images to follow the nucleation and growth of the
particles during potential cycling. Images extracted from the first
three cycles of the in situ image sequence are shown in Figure 4b,
and the full movie sequence covering 11 cycles is provided as
Movie S1. Consistent with the proposed mechanism, we only
observe small, partially developed cubic structures with
truncated corners and broken edges during the first cycle
(enlarged image in Figure S2). The nucleation process itself was
not possible to observe due to limitations in the microscope
resolution.
The in situ image sequence revealed that the cubes are nearly

fully formed by the end of the third cycle. Furthermore, we were
able to see the dynamic formation and dissolution of noncubic
particles during each potential cycle, as we reported previously
via TEM.47 A comparison of the images acquired at the second
and fourth deposition cycles also indicates that∼80% of the final
cubic structures were formed from the initial semicubic
nanostructures. We could measure a slight increase ∼5−10%
in size with each deposition step, corroborating our proposed
mechanism.
On the basis of these results, we can rationalize why our

standard protocol appears to be optimal for generating size- and
shape-controlled Cu2O cubes and provide general principles for
modifying the protocol to achieve tuning of the cube
morphology. First, it is clear that the Cl− ion concentration
influences both the nucleation of the Cu2O cubes and the
stabilization of the cubic shape. It is known that both Cl− and
SO4

− ions can act as modifiers to stabilize specific crystal
orientations.51 Cl− ions stabilize the Cu{100} facet, whereas
SO4

− ions stabilize both Cu{111} and Cu{100} facets. Hence,
the formation of truncated cubes in the absence of Cl− can be
easily attributed to the effect of SO4

−. When KCl is however
added, the effect of chloride dominates due to stronger
adsorption of Cl− ions to the Cu surface.51

The increased coverage of cubes on the glassy carbon surface
and the reduction in size of the cubes are, on the other hand,
attributed to the increased conductivity of the electrolyte due to
the added KCl and the relatively low concentrations of CuSO4
used in our deposition solutions. The higher deposition currents
at higher KCl concentrations lead to the formation of more
CuSO4 nuclei, as indicated by the increasing density of cubes on
the support surface with increasing KCl concentration.
Presumably, the higher cube density also aggravated the local
depletion of Cu2+ during the reduction cycle, resulting in a
reduced growth and smaller initial cube sizes. We note here that
this trend is not sustained at the highest Cu:Cl ratio of 1:10,
where we also start to see poorly formed cubic structures,
suggesting that at 50 mM KCl, the nucleated cubes start to be
etched from the support surface by the high dissolution currents
present during the oxidative cycles. Within these limits, the final
size distribution can be then tuned by adjusting the durations of
to and tr and the number of cycles. Increasing the number of
cycles by a significant amount, however, appears to have a

detrimental effect on the monodispersity of the deposited
catalysts (Figure 2d). This is likely due to the increase in the
probability of the new nuclei formation with additional cycles.47

It is also interesting that increasing the CuSO4 concentration
to 50 mM does not cause an increased coverage of the support
surface by Cu structures. Instead, it causes branching of the
initial cubes, as seen in Figure 1f. A significant increase of
branching has been reported for electrodeposition at high
currents or high potentials.52 In this case, the branching can be
attributed to either the mass transport arguments that correlate
the Cu concentration to the surface free energy of the particles
previously put forth by Radi et al.53 or the overpotential induced
concentration gradients proposed by Siegfried and Choi.54

■ CONCLUSION
In this work, we explore the synthesis parameters governing the
electrodeposition of size- and shape-controlled cubic Cu2O
structures for catalytic applications. We found that the
concentration of Cl− ions in solution controls the formation of
cubic shapes, the cube size, the initial coverage, and the
dispersion of the cubes on the support. The ratio of reductive
and oxidative times in our alternating potential electro-
deposition protocol can be used to tune the coverage of the
Cu catalysts on the support surface, whereas the number of
cycles determines the size of the cubes and monodispersity. The
mechanisms responsible for the Cu cube growth are further
investigated by using ex situ and in situ electron microscopy,
featuring the importance of applying successive cycles. These
results reveal the role of the alternating potential cycles in
controlling the cube growth. In particular, after the Cu nuclei are
formed during the first deposition cycle, new layers of material
are progressively added and then partially removed in
subsequent cycles. The principles described here provide
guidelines for obtaining and controlling the growth of
monodisperse cubic Cu2O catalysts.
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